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For the past several years, Washington State University Cooperative Extension
has conducted on-farm trials with specialty potatoes. . This work has led to the
commercial success of a number of yellow and purple-fleshed cultivars in
Washington. These cultivars are currently marketed as fresh potatoes for baking
or boiling. In 1992, the processing quality of selected specialty potato cultivars
was evaluated.

Samples of specialty potatoes from a trial planted near Pasco were evaluated
at the WSU Department of Horticulture and Landscape Architecture in Pullman.
Included in the on-farm trial in 1992 for the first time were several pink and
orange-fleshed cultivars. A total of 55 different specialty potatoes were grown.
Tubers were planted and harvested by hand. At Pullman, 25 of the specialty
cultivars were prepared as chips and french fries and evaluated for color, taste
and market acceptance. In addition to commercially available specialty cultivars
a number of small orange- fleshed accessions from the USDA were included.

Table I lists the cultivars evaluated as chips. Eighteen specialty potato
cultivars and ' Atlantic ' were evaluated over a two day period. ' Atlantic' , a
standard chipping cultivar, scored the highest in all categories. Evaluators liked
the taste and color of chips made from ' Atlantic' and most stated that they would
buy them.

Among the specialty potatoes, the evaluators liked the taste of ' Alaska
Sweetheart' , a pink- fleshed cultivar

, '

All Blue , the leading fresh market
purple-fleshed cultivar, 'Mcintosh Black', a purple-fleshed cultivar, the yell-
ow-fleshed cultivars ' Donna

, '

Bintje , and ' Rote Eesterling , and ' 88- 20' , an
orange-fleshed USDA accession. These cultivars had a taste that 60 to 66% of the
evaluators liked. ' Iditared' and ' Michigold' were found to have a taste that
two thirds or more of the evaluators disliked. "Burnt"

, "

bitter , and "weird" are
representative comments made about these cultivars.
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'Bintje ' ranked a close second behind 'Atlantic' in color appeal. More than
95% of the evaluators found the yellow color of ' Bintje' to be appealing. A
number of evaluators commented on the "very good chip color" of 'Bintje . When
prepared as a chip, the color of the purple-fleshed cultivars

, '

All Blue

, '

Glacier
and ' Mcintosh Black' , was particularly striking. ' All Blue ' had the highest score of
the purple-fleshed cultivars, appealing to 69% of the evaluators. Favorable
comments on the chips made from purple-fleshed cultivars included "exotic
looking

, "

unique color

, "

great novelty food", and "woljld buy it just for the

color Evaluators also found the chip color of ' Rote Eesterline

, '

88- l06' , an
orange-fleshed accession

, '

Alaska Sweetheart' , and ' Yukon Gold' , a leading
yellow-fleshed cuItivar, to be appealing. All had a favorable rating of more than
60%. As a group, the orange-fleshed accessions scored well for color. ' Iditared'
Brigus , 'Blossom , 'Michigold' produced fries with unappealing colors. Negative

comments on these cultivars included " too dark" and "look burnt"

Most evaluators would buy chips made from the specialty potatoes which
scored highly on taste and color. The evaluators tended to feel strongly when

asked if they would buy the chips. There were very few evaluators in the
undecided, "maybe , category. The highest scoring specialty potato cultivars
were 'Bintje

, '

88- l06'

, '

All Blue

, '

Donna , 'Rote Eesterling

, '

Mcintosh Black'
and ' 88- 20' which were rated favorably by between 81 and 52% of the
evaluators. Based on the samples from this trial

, '

Delta Gold'

, '

Glacier

, '

Brigus
'Michigold' , and ' Iditared' were the cultivars which the largest number of
evaluators would not buy.

Consumers were evaluated samples of chips made from the specialty potatoes
at the "Taste of Washington Farms" program held at the Pike Place Market 
Seattle. Table 2 lists the two cultivars evaluated. The majority of those who
responded to the questionnaire found the chip color of ' All Blue ' and ' 88- l06'
to be appealing. Over 90% stated that they would buy chips made from
orange-fleshed potatoes and nearly 70% would buy purple potato chips. One
person who commented on the purple and orange potato chips dubbed them
"Huskey Chips

Table 3 lists the cultivars evaluated as french fries. Seven specialty potato
cultivars were compared to ' Russet Burbank', a standard processing cultivar.
Among the cultivars tested at Pullman as french fries, ' AO-82283- , a
yellow-fleshed accession from Oregon, scored the highest for taste, color, and
market acceptance.

Over 80% of the evaluators liked the taste of 'AO-82283- . Comments
included "strong potato flavor" and "good texture . Tied for second in taste were
'Russet Burbank' and 'Huckleberry The taste of french fries prepared from
'Huckleberry ' and ' Russet Burbank' was liked by 63% of the evaluators. The
orange-fleshed accession

, '

88- l09' , had a taste that 60% of the evaluators
liked. Taste scores were generally higher in the french fry evaluation than in the
chip evaluation. None of the cultivars tested as a french fry was found to have a
taste that was disliked by more than one-third of the evaluators. The most
common complaints were that the french fries were "soggy

, "

soft", or "bland"



Saginaw Gold' , a yellow-fleshed cultivar, ranked second for color behind
AO-82283- In general, yellow and orange-fleshed cultivars had the highest
scores for color appeal as french fries. The fry color of ' AO-82283- I' was found
appealing by nearly 95% of the evaluators. The "good color" of the yellow frenchfries prepared from this cultivar was remarked upon by a number of evaluators.
French fries prepared from ' Saginaw Gold' were rated as appealing by nearly 90%.
These figures compare to a score of just over 50% for ' Russet Burbank'. Thelowest score for color was that of ' Caribe . French fries made from this cultivar
had a "grey color" that less than 20% of the evaluators 'found appealing. ' Russian
Blue ' also had a low score. Only one-third of the evaluators found the purple
color of this cultivar to be appealing.

A majority of evaluators said that they would buy french fries made from
yellow or pink-fleshed potatoes, as well as french fries made from ' Russet
Burbank'

. '

Caribe , a white-fleshed potato with purple skin , and 'Russian Blue , apurple-fleshed cultivar were the only cultivars tested that most evaluators said
that they would not buy.

The 25 specialty potato cultivars evaluated as chips and french fries in thistrial represent only a small percentage of the specialty cultivars that are
available in the United States. Over the past 6 years, more than 200 specialtycultivars have been grown in trials near Pasco. Each cultivar has it' s own unique
agronomic and culinary qualities. Not all the cultivars evaluated this year as
chips and french fries were well received. Further testing may demonstrate those
cultvars to be better suited for fresh use as baked or boiled potatoes.

Purple and orange potato chips wil never appeal to everyone, but oppor-tunities exist for such items in niche markets. A bag of red, white, and blue
potato chips? Golden yellow french fries? To date, consumer response to chipsand french fries made from specialty potatoes has been favorable. The color ofchips and french fries made from some specialty potatoes is appealing and, atleast in the case of french fries, the taste of some specialty cultivars has been
rated higher than that of the standard cultivar. Commercial processors havealready shown interest in such specialty items. Blue corn chips have proven to be
a commercial success. Don t be surprised if purple potato chips or yellow french
fries are next.
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Table 1. Culinary quality of specialty potatoes prepared as chips, August 1992.

Cultlvarl Flesh Scores (% of Evaluators)
Accession Color

Taste Color Would You Buy?

Uke Dislik Appug Vos

Pullman. Augt 19. 1992

Alaska Sweetheart pink

All Blue pUfPle

AUantic whit 100 100

Brius ye-
Delt Gold yellow

Donna yello

Iditred yellow

Yellow Finn yello

88-K.3. orange

88.1. orange

Pullman. Augt 20; 1992

Atlnti* whit 100

Binije yellow

Blossom pink 45.

Glacir purple

McintOsh Black purple

Michigolc yellow

Role Eesterling yello

Yukon Gold yello

88. 106 orange

88. orange

. Standard cultar as check



Table 2. Culinary quality of specialty potatoes prepared as chips, September
1992.

Cultivarl Flesh Scores (% of Evaluators)
Accession Color 

Color Would You Buy?

Appealing Neutrl Unappeal Yes Maybe
ing

Seatte,. Sept 7, 1992

All Blue purple

88- 106 orange

Table 3. Culinary quality of specialty potatoes prepared as french fries, August

1992.

Cultiari Flesh Score (% of Evaluators)
Accession Color

Taste Color Would You Buy?

0.. Vos

Pullma.. Aug 21; 1H2

ACJ2283- yello

Cari. whit

Huddbeny pink

Russian Ble purple

Saginaw Gold

y..

Spunta ye-
Russ Burbank- whit

68-K. 109 orange

. Slandard cultar u chec


